Rejoint® YourKneeTM received extended range
of sizes CE Mark Approval
Rejoint, provider of “Patient Specific” 3D Printed Total Knee Replacements that enhance clinical
outcomes, announced today that it has received Conformité Européene (CE) Mark approval for the
complete extended range of sizes of the Rejoint YourKnee TKA.
Rejoint now in European Union and other CE Mark geographies offers more than 6.300
femoral variations including multiple designs and coatings. FDA is expected in Q2 2021.
Rejoint YourKnee is a "Patient Specific” holistic solution that provides personalized knee
replacement and surgery recovery follow-up through the analysis of the patient’s anatomy, the
implant design and surgery simulation based on anatomy data and thanks to the Artificial Intelligence
outcomes. Through the production of a "Patient Specific" implant by the last generation of 3D printing
technology reducing patient pain, speeding up the recovery with a competitive price.
Through the delivery of "Patient Specific" and "Computer Assisted" surgical tools for a personalized
surgery together with an integrated system of dedicated wearables to monitor and to track remotely
the surgery recovery and patient rehabilitation.

For any inquiries:
Regulatory Affairs: Daniela Bencivenga, daniela@rehoint.life
Clinical Marketing: Davide Masoni, davide@rejoint.life
Marketing: Laura Mannino, laura@rejoint.life

About Rejoint
Rejoint is a start-up pioneer in new technology and surgical approaches in Total Knee Arthroplasty.
Rejoint has developed a solution for knee replacement based on the integration of 3D Additive
Manufacturing (AM), Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Internet of Things (IoT), which enables the design
of personalized implants and surgical simulation based on unique patient anatomy. The company is
led by people with more than 20 years in the orthopedic industry and by previous members of
worldwide leading medtech companies like Covidien, Smith & Nephew, Sorin, Bellco.
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